They are children, some barely toddling, playing on the dirt streets in the shadow of Dumps where piles of garbage reach like high-rise apartments into the sky. There are children whose parents make a living searching through the garbage for discarded belongings they can recycle and sell in the city. Food scraps are also scavenged and given to pigs that are then slaughtered and eaten or sold in the market. The dump is located all over the town. The capital’s skyline is nearly obscured by the piles. But in the midst of crushing poverty, there is HOPE. The medical & dental team of 25 physicians & dentist & 22 clerical staff –treated 2898 patients for 3 days work. 2076 medical , 95 surgeries, 317 dental 456 pediatrics. Optical 294 and OB 116. Pharmaceutical companies donated $260,000 worth of medicines, surgical supplies, dental supplies, EKG, ECG, & 2 ultra sound machines. The greatest mission of the reaching was out across thousand miles, different languages, cultures and religions deeply touch the heart of other human beings. Long after the mission is gone the hearts and minds will remember the treasure the experience and hopefully continue to build bridges across the globe. Volunteers also distribute donations of much needed supplies such as toothbrush, toothpaste, crayons, pens, clothes, candies, chewing gum & toys. This is our fourth medical mission trip into the Philippines. To date, we have provided care for over 7990 patients and donated medical supplies and equipment. We also pay to upgrade the hospital 3 restrooms, delivery rooms and operating rooms.

OUR NEXT MEDICAL MISSION TRIP IS IN JANUARY 2011.

THANK YOU WICHITA FALLS MEDICAL AND DENTAL VOLUNTEERS ESPECIALLY TO ALL THE WICHITA COUNTY SPONSORS & DONORS.

Wichita County Medical Alliance- 2009 Medical Volunteers

Dr. Eloisa Banez – Internal Medicine
Dr. Alberto Banez –Gen. Surgery
Dr. Edna Banez- Perlas – Pediatrician
Dr. Jim Sanchez – Plastic Surgeon
Dr. Perry Dela Cruz – Cosmetic Surgeon
Dr. Amelita Dela Cruz - Ophthalmologist
Dr. Lito Garcia –Ophthalmologist
Dr. Monette de Castro -Pediatrician
Dr. Zeny Young –OB-GYN – New York
Dr. Karen Contreras – OB-GYN- New York
Dr. Bob Avena –Internal Medicine –Indiana
Dr. Viannmar Pascual –Gen. Surgeon Oklahoma
Dr. Iris Rodriguez – Family Practice –Oklahoma
Dr. Feliciano Bucag – Family Practice
Dr. Armando San Diego - Pathologist
Dr. David Gil – Aerospace Medicine
Dr. Fayyaz Mirza –Radiologist
Dr. Lydia Villamayor – Radiologist
Dr. Edlyn Cadiente – Family Medicine
Dr. Gilbert Cadiente –Family medicine
Dr. Maricar David –DDS
Dr. Barry Jackson – DDS
Dr. Minelli Perez – Anesthesiologist
Dr. Nina Miranda - Anesthesiologist
Dr. Cornello Tolentino – Family Medicine
Dr. Edith Tolentino – Family Medicine
Dr. Jojo Lozo – Public Health Director
Ken Phills –Physician Assistant
Valerie Phillis- NOVO NORDISK
Peggy Gray -PFIZER
Amy Gray
Dik Pittman –BRISTOL MYERS
Angie Pittman
Floresca Pascual -RN
Debbie Bacashihua -RN
Ivy Fajardo –Pagharian - RN
Richard Tolentino –Celeridad –RN
Michael Tolentino –Celeridad –RN
Anna Liza Tolentino –Celeridad –Administrator
Lita Tolentino -Celeridad
Floresia Pascual –RN -Okahoma
Jess Banez –CRNA-Washington,DC

Danny Dearing –CRNA –Washington,DC
Patrick Block –CRNA -Hawaii
Teofy Taganas –RN –Virginia
Josepene De Lara - RN Michigan
Cecilia Bhuia –RN –Alabama
Paul Wekker – THE NETHERLANDS
Lily Wekker – THE NETHERLANDS
Celtia Tolentino- Celridad –RN U.K.
Capt. Dimitris Laftsis – GREECE
Anastacia Aboukatoodi- GREECE
Capt. Alvaro Alizar – SPAIN
Sandra Delgado Alizar – SPAIN
Martha Delgado -SPAIN

George Tolentino –Staff - CANADA
Myrna Tolentino –Staff – CANADA
Maj. Joserenar Reyes – RN – JAPAN
Rey “MI” Reyes – Angono Co-Coordinator CALIFORNIA
Cor reyes – RN – Angono Assistant Coordinator - CALIFORNIA
LaDonna Clubb –OR Staff
Laura Beach –OR Staff
Anna Maria Harmel - Staff
Eleni Mostaghli -Staff
Kristina Mostaghli–University of Texas @ Austin
Pavan Thota – United Southern Methodist University
Lawrence De Asis–University of Texas @ Dallas
Justin Tolentino – University of Texas @ Austin
Brittheay Anders – Texas A & M
Anna Kelley –Texas A & M
Seth Wilhem –Texas A & AM
Luz Tolentino Peralta
Danby Tolentino Peralta
Orla De Asis
Steve Mendenhall –Staff
Ariel Mendenhall –Staff
Donna Schwartz
Popoy Anorico
Taco Villaluz
Alma Villaluz - Pharmacist
TITO TOLENTINO – MISSION COORDINATOR

SALT & PEPPER
CLINICS OF NORTH TEXAS,LLP
NORTH TEXAS CARDIOLOGY CENTER, LLP.
RADIOLOGIST ASSOCIATES
OUR LADY QUEEN OF PEACE
THE FLORIST – John Johnson & Randy
FALLS DISTRIBUTING –Reno
Gustafson
R J WACHSMAN HOMES- Randy & Leez
FIRST NATIONAL BANK–Perry Curry
GREG GUIBAS AUTO & BODY
FERGUSON-VEREESH
AMERICAN EXPRESS
MAP INTERNATIONAL
PATTERSON AUTO CENTER
OWENS BRAY LEE
WESTMORELAND POOL
STATE FARM INSURANCE–Donna Adams
PRIDY FOUNDATION
HIRSCHI REALTORS – VIVIAN BOMER
DESTINATION TRAVEL –Peggy Fox
HUNG THIEG ORIENTAL STORE
NORTHERN CALIF: ANGONIA
ASSOCIATION
VIRGINIA FIL-AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FINNELL OIL –Leslie Finnell
LIDDEMAN OIL
Mayor Lanham & Shara Lyne
Hon. Belgian Consul–Dr. Andre & Amanda Bens
BG&N Jake & Sandra Polumbo -USA
Capt. Alvaro & Sandra Alizar –SPAIN
Capt. Dimitri & Anastasia Laftsis - GREECE
Capt. Bruno & Sandra Fernandes - PORTUGAL

Dr. " G " & Deepika Guneshram
Dr. Yvonne & Patrick Herrn
Ms. DONNA SCHWARTZ
Ms. Martha Fain
Edgar & Luz Tolentino – Peralta
Ms. Billie Kirby
Randy CANIVEL – Midwestern State University
Dr. Howard & Debbie Farrell
Edward & Heroina Farrell
Dr. Violeta & Popoy Anorico
Adolfo & Myrna Ibanez
Dr. Paul & Jamie Hurst
David & Virginia Orca –VA
Amado & Julie Sension –VA
Purita Casipranco –VA
Concepcion –Connie Blanco – VA
Sonny & Vikkie Rivera St. George – VA
Marion & Romina Samson –VA
Joe & Heidi Reyes-VA
Emma Capistrano Warnick –VA
Lito & Perla Espiritu – Cavite , Philippines
Rosa Anorico Blanco –VA
CW04 (ret) Tim & Dolly Suganin – VA
Elizabeth Merced Mahayag –VA
Mr. & Mrs. Angelito Lonzon –VA
Mr. & Mrs. Bert & Remy Dayao -VA
Mr. Mario Espinoza – VA
Dr. Jeff & Eleanor Uchi
Dr. Sharon & Tony Palomo
Dr. Eric & Tiss Yap
Atty. Carl & Linda Quesenberry
Dr. Myrna & Oscar De Asis
Dr. James & Sara Green
Dr. Terry & Martha Seeegers
Barry Levy
DIRECT RELIEF INTERNATIONAL
Times Record News

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

2009 MEDICAL MISSION SPONSORS

Gen. Virtus & Lita Gil – Philippine Presidential National Security Adviser
Hon. Aurora Villamayor – Mayor of Angono Rizal

Office of the Philippine President -
Testimony of Recognition Award Certificate of Appreciation, General Virtus Gil –
Presidential Security Advisor Certificate of Appreciation, Honorable Aurora Villamayor –
Mayor of Angono, Rizal

Dr. Casimiro Ynares, III – Governor of Rizal
Dr. Jojo Loo – Medical Health Director
Hon. Lanham Lyne – Mayor of Wichita Falls
Rep. David Farabee – State of Texas
Senator Craig Estes – State of Texas
Holiday Inn –Galleria –Manila, Philippines
Angono Pilot School Dance Troop
Sec. Ita Reyes

Thunderbird Resort
Aaviz Travel Planner – Mr. Ed Mission